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Abstract The advent of the World Wide Web has
made an enormous amount of information available to
everyone and the widespread use of digital equipment
enables end-users (peers) to produce their own digital
content. This vast amount of information requires scalable data management systems. Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems have so far been well established in several application areas, with file-sharing being the most prominent. The next challenge that needs to be addressed is
(more complex) data sharing, management and query
processing, thus facilitating the delivery of a wide spectrum of novel data-centric applications to the end-user,
while providing high Quality-of-Service. In this paper,
we propose a self-organizing P2P system that is capable to identify peers with similar content and intentionally assign them to the same super-peer. During content retrieval, fewer super-peers need to be contacted
and therefore efficient similarity search is supported, in
terms of reduced network traffic and contacted peers.
Our approach increases the responsiveness and reliability of a P2P system and we demonstrate the advantages
of our approach using large-scale simulations.
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1 Introduction
Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems have so far been well established in several application areas, with file-sharing
being the most prominent. In P2P file-sharing networks
(eMule, KaZaA), users both share their files and submit
requests for files. Indeed the importance of P2P systems
that fulfill this self-arising user requirement is immense,
as there exist studies [15] that report that they are responsible for 20% of Internet traffic, and this tendency
is increasing. Recently P2P technology has also been
employed in applications in order to improve dependability, one notable example is Skype [2].
The widespread use of digital equipment enables
end-users to produce their own digital content, which
they are willing to share based on the extensive use
of popular applications such as Flickr1 or Facebook2 .
Due to the enormous amount of information available,
large-scale architectures supporting user requests for
similar content to the query are necessary. For such
applications it is evidently suitable to follow the P2P
paradigm. The challenge that needs to be addressed is
(more complex) data sharing, management and query
processing, thus facilitating the delivery of a wide spectrum of novel applications to the end-user. In such a scenario, peers can be considered autonomous databases
that join the network in order to 1) access data residing
on other peers and 2) provide controlled access to their
data. A notable fact is that peers do not wish to publish
their data to the system due to privacy reasons, so data
remains resident on the peer. Instead, only indexing information is distributed to the rest of the network.
We consider the context of our work as data-centric,
in contrast to existing P2P file-sharing applications,
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and we outline important differences between these areas. In the file-centric case, shared content is in the form
of mostly static files, thus allowing replication of popular files, in order to support retrieval. Moreover, the
size of file metadata is small, for example the file name,
therefore it can be easily distributed and maintained.
In the data-centric case, the data is highly dynamic
and much more complex. Also, data is more voluminous compared to file metadata. Querying data requires
query processing capabilities individually on each peer,
to support efficient processing of data. Thus, the P2P
system needs to support distributed mechanisms for advanced querying, such as similarity search, that go beyond exact matching of file names and pose new challenges. Moreover, replication of the actual data may
lead to bottlenecks, due to the high rate of updates,
therefore compact and robust data summaries need to
be defined and used as representatives of the actual
data. It should be noted that data-centric capabilities
can also be added as functionality to traditional filecentric applications, by providing more advanced search
functionality.
Super-peer networks – also called hybrid P2P – constitute a scalable extension of the classic client-server
architecture. In this paper, we focus on a hybrid P2P
system, with many simple peers and few enhanced peers
(in terms of processing power, storage capacity or network connectivity) that play the role of super-peers [9,
22]. Content producers and providers (mentioned as
peers) that want to share their data connect to a superpeer, as in the case of the file-sharing applications. By
connecting to a super-peer some descriptive features
(represented as points in a high dimensional space) of
the peer data are transferred to the super-peer, in order
to make the peer’s data searchable.
An important aspect and one of the main motivations for P2P networks, is their inherent contributions
in dependability. Considering the main aspects of dependability, i.e., availability, reliability, safety, integrity
and maintainability [1], these relate to P2P as follows.
Increased availability, reliability and safety are achieved
by means of replication and self-organization of serviceproviders, thus avoiding single points of failure. In addition, peer and super-peer failures are timely detected
and the establishment of new connections ensures the
connectivity of the P2P network. Maintainability is also
supported, as the service provided is not compromised
by peer failures. Another viewpoint of dependability
that is also an important issue in a P2P system is security. However, this issue is mostly orthogonal to our
research focus and will not be covered in this paper.
In this work, we focus on P2P applications that aim
at facilitating data exchange. These data-centric sys-

tems provide the service of data retrieval by means of
distributed query processing. Correct service is considered to be delivered, when a sufficient amount of matching data is found. Otherwise, a service failure has appeared. The described application can also be considered as a soft real-time system, since results have to
be provided to the user within an accepted time. It
should be noted that this contrasts to file-sharing applications, where it is usually sufficient to find the location of only one copy of a file, and real-time response
for file-retrieval is not required.
During query processing, the responsiveness of the
P2P system affects its overall performance and dependability. One of the most important factors that influences the performance of P2P systems is the underlying data distribution to peers (and super-peers). In the
general case, when a peer joins the network, it is assigned to one available super-peer, usually in a random
way. This leads to near-uniform data distribution at
super-peer level, which degrades query processing performance, since a query may – in worst case – have to
contact all super-peers. The problem with this traditional allocation will also be evident from our experimental results later in this paper. However, data on
peers is usually clustered into a few thematic areas that
reflect the user’s interests, forming virtual user communities. It is therefore necessary to change the data uniformity at super-peer level, detect peers with similar
content that belong to the same community and maintain a clustered data distribution at super-peer level,
as shown in Fig. 1. Additionally, this should occur in a
self-organizing way, without explicit intervention from
the P2P system designer. Then, queries can be directed
to specific super-peers only, thus improving query processing performance.
The main topic of this paper is a self-organizing
P2P system that is capable to identify data clusters
on peers and intentionally make peers that belong to
the same cluster attach to the same super-peer. Each
peer can connect to as many as k super-peers, where k
denotes the number of the peer’s clusters. This leads to
a clustered super-peer overlay topology, which increases
the dependability of our system, in terms of responsiveness and availability. Then, we show the advantages of
the proposed approach by studying query evaluation,
namely range query processing, over the new overlay
topology. Our experimental study proves that the new
organization scheme is meaningful, as it achieves significant improvement over the initial data-agnostic peer to
super-peer assignment.
The individual contributions of this paper are:
1. Focusing on a data-centric context, we propose a
novel decentralized algorithm that identifies similar
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Fig. 1 Data distribution is clustered on peers but uniform at super-peers (left). In the new super-peer topology (right) data becomes
clustered at super-peer level, with each super-peer responsible for one cluster.

data clusters on different peers, therefore allowing
us to change the overall data distribution on superpeers from uniform to clustered. This is a particularly challenging problem for improving the performance of data-oriented P2P systems, which has not
been addressed yet.
2. We sketch algorithms for performing efficient query
processing and show how the responsiveness of a
P2P system increases during range query processing
over the new organization of peers.
3. We provide an extensive experimental study showing in a quantitative way the benefits of our approach during query processing.
The rest of this paper is organized in the following
way: In Section 2, we overview the related work, while
in Section 3 we describe the preliminaries necessary for
exposing our approach. In Section 4, we present our algorithm for constructing the clustered super-peer overlay network. In Section 5, we discuss aspects of faulttolerance. Finally, in Section 6 we show our experimental evaluation and we conclude in Section 7.

2 Related work
Varying the super-peer topology is an important issue
for designing scalable P2P networks. Studying the effect of increasing super-peer outdegree is first studied
in [22]. The authors argue in favor of maximizing superpeer outdegree in order to decrease the load on the
super-peers and increase the number of results. The importance of intentionally specifying the connectivity of
super-peers is highlighted. Our work is motivated by
this observation.
Dynamically changing peer connections has also
been studied in the context of pure unstructured P2P
systems [4], where the authors propose Gia, which improves the scalability of the original Gnutella protocol.

A similar approach for dynamic adaptation of the P2P
topology has been examined in [5], where the notion
of acquaintances is introduced. The basic idea is that
peers gradually create neighboring links to other peers
based on their interests. In a similar context to our work
regarding the P2P architecture, associative overlays [6]
have been proposed as a means to identify associations
on peers. This approach reflects an observation made
by several papers, namely that a peer that has previously satisfied a query is a likely candidate for future
requests by the same originator. All these approaches
focus on dynamic topology adaptation in unstructured
P2P systems, however the focus is on file-sharing applications, which is quite different to data-centric applications. Topology adaptation does not always aim
at increasing search quality or reducing bandwidth usage, but also focuses on the discovery and creation of
connections to more trustworthy peers [16].
In recent work, we proposed a dynamically formed,
hierarchical P2P overlay network, named DESENT [8],
for decentralized and distributed clustering of peer contents. However, the focus of DESENT is on information
retrieval over widely distributed document collections.
Therefore, extensions are necessary in order to support
complex query processing. This paper partly addresses
this need as well, capitalizing on DESENT and its findings. Other approaches for creation of hierarchies have
been proposed, for example by Mathy et al. [17], where
the aim is an efficient overlay for multicasting.
A self-organizing super-peer network architecture is
presented in [10], named SOSPNET, which deals with
the issue of how clients connect to a super-peer. This
work addresses the same problems as DESENT, namely:
1) the restriction of one peer connection to super-peer,
2) the static and random assignment to super-peers,
and 3) the indexing of a peer’s contents by one superpeer only. Although relevant to our approach, the main
difference is that SOSPNET organizes peers according
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to requests for files, while our approach is data-centric
and focuses on data organization. Moreover, our approach can handle more complex data types than files
and process complex queries. In [14], Jesi et al. present
a decentralized, self-organizing general protocol for the
construction of proximity-aware, super-peer based overlay topologies.
Except from the work described above, little work
exists on assigning peer to super-peers. However, a related topic is adaptation of connections between peers
in a pure P2P network (i.e., non-hierarchical with no
super-peers, instead all peers are considered equal). In
such a network, peers initially only have connections to
their nearest neighbors. By adaptation or adding links
to peers sharing similar contents, search efficiency can
be improved. The challenge in this setting is to know
contents of remote peers. One way of solving this, is
to use results of queries to know remote contents and
create links [7,18,19]. A second approach is to use gossiping to distribute information about contents, so that
remote peers can introduce links [21]. Yet another approach is to consider interest, for example by considering overlap in query results or cache contents [3,20].
Although there exist some papers that deal with
P2P data management [11,12], they usually focus on
schema mappings and SQL query processing. These papers are not directly relevant to our approach, as they
assume different schemas on peers. Our approach studies focused user communities that share similar interests, hence they are expected to have common schemas.
Furthermore, only few papers have tackled the same issue and their context is request-based [10] or interestbased [5]. In contrast, we focus on a data-centric context, which is more challenging as complex query types
(that go beyond file searching using keywords) can be
supported.
3 Preliminaries
In this section, we briefly present some preliminaries,
namely an algorithm (DESENT) for decentralized and
distributed generation of clusters that span the entire
P2P network, and a framework (SIMPEER) that relies on data clustering for processing range queries over
a super-peer architecture. DESENT generates clusters,
which are used by our proposed approach to deliberately assign peers to super-peers, reflecting a clustered
distribution at super-peer level. This improves the performance of our system, since the query is routed only
to few super-peers. Then, in Section 4 we show how to
improve the performance of SIMPEER, and therefore
the responsiveness of our system, in a self-organizing
way through the distributed generated clusters.
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Fig. 2 DESENT hierarchy of zones and initiators.

3.1 Decentralized and distributed overlay creation
In order to discover clusters of data that belong to
any peer in a pure unstructured (Gnutella-like) P2P
network, no matter its network distance, we employ a
variant of DESENT [8]. The reasons for the choice of
DESENT are the completely distributed and decentralized creation of the DESENT hierarchy, its low creation
cost and robustness. The most important details of the
basic DESENT algorithm are now described. For more
detailed overview and algorithms we refer to [8].
In order to perform global clustering, DESENT creates a hierarchy of peers in a decentralized way. This
hierarchy can later be used for building overlays for
searching as described in [8], but also for other purposes like aggregation of data or statistics about contents from participating peers.
Before the creation of the hierarchy, each peer that
joins the network runs a local clustering algorithm to
create its local clusters. For each cluster Ci there exists
a cluster description, which in the case of multidimensional data typically is the centroid and radius of the
cluster, denoted as Ci (Ki , ri ).
After local clustering, the DESENT hierarchy is
formed. For an illustrative example of the DESENT
hierarchy see Fig. 2. The bottom level consists of the individual peers. Then, neighboring peers (network-wise)
create zones of approximate size SZ peers (i.e. groups of
peers) around an initiating peer (initiator) which acts
as a zone controller. These level-1 initiators are mostly
uniformly distributed over the network, and are selected
independently of each other in a pseudo-random way.
The initiators form the next level of the hierarchy, they
are responsible for the peers in their zones, and they
aggregate the local clusters of their peers into superclusters.
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In the following phases, super-zones are created,
which consist of a number of neighboring zones from
the previous level. Each super-zone is represented by a
super-zone initiator that is responsible for the initiators
in its zone and aggregates the clusters of these initiators. The zone initiators essentially form a P2P network
similar to the original P2P network, and the aforementioned process is repeated recursively, using the zone
initiators as peers. In this way, a hierarchy of initiators
is created, with each initiator creating clusters that refer to the contents of all peers in the tree rooted at that
initiator. At the end, at the top-level initiator, a set of
clusters that span the contents of the entire network
are available.
3.2 Query processing
SIMPEER [9] relies on a three-level clustering scheme
and supports efficient P2P similarity search in metric
spaces. Given a super-peer network, each peer connects
to any super-peer and maintains its own data, represented in a high dimensional space. In a construction
phase, each peer applies a clustering algorithm on its
local data, in order to create data summaries that make
its data searchable by other peers. Thereafter, each
super-peer gathers the clusters of its associated peers
and applies on them a clustering algorithm resulting
in a new cluster set that describe the data indexed by
this super-peer. These clusters are broadcasted at the
super-peer network, in order to form routing clusters at
super-peers.
At query time, each super-peer decides where to forward a query, based on its routing clusters. Assume a
range query R(q, r) initiated at a super-peer SPq . First,
SPq examines its routing clusters to find to which of its
neighboring super-peers the query should be forwarded
to. Each recipient super-peer SPr checks whether its
local peers can provide any results, by inspecting their
clusters. If the query overlaps with some clusters, SPr
contacts only the peers responsible for these clusters.
Otherwise, SPr simply forwards the query to its neighboring super-peers (using its routing clusters). In order to support efficient local query processing, SIMPEER applies state of the art indexing techniques [13]
for maintaining the local data points and the routing
clusters. As shown in [9], SIMPEER also supports efficient nearest neighbor search, and therefore the approach presented in this paper can also support nearest
neighbor search, however we focus on range queries in
the rest of the paper.
SIMPEER has been shown to work well in the case
of clustered data distribution at super-peer level. This
means that only few super-peers and peers that can

provide results that match the query are queried, resulting in reduced network traffic and response time.
However, the performance of SIMPEER degrades in the
case of uniform data distribution to super-peers, since
SIMPEER may have to contact all super-peers to retrieve the correct result. The challenge addressed in the
following is generating a clustered distribution at superpeer level from a uniform distribution of data over the
super-peer network.

4 Peer self-organization
Consider a super-peer network that consists of Nsp
super-peers connected to a limited set of at most
DEGsp other super-peers. Each super-peer SPi is responsible for DEGp simple peers, which connect to SPi
directly. Each peer Pi holds ni d-dimensional points, denoted as a set Oi (1 ≤ i ≤ Np ). We assume horizontal
data distribution to the Np peers, hence the size of the
PNp
complete set of points is n = i=1
ni and the dataset O
is the union of all peers’ datasets Oi (O = ∪Oi ). Each
peer maintains its own data objects, such as images or
documents, while the d-dimensional points are features
extracted from the objects, in order to make any peer’s
data searchable. In Fig. 3, we depict for example the 2dimensional data that are stored by peers PA , PB and
PC , which are connected to super-peer SPC .
Prior to the actual content delivery, our approach
for content organization consists of two phases. First,
a global cluster creation process is performed, using
DESENT as a content aggregation network. The initial super-peers are organized in a DESENT hierarchical overlay, aggregating and clustering information of
super-peers of the level below. As a result NC global
clusters are created at the top super-peer in the hierarchy. In the second phase, the NC clusters are dynamically decomposed to eventually form Nsp groups,
essentially one group for each initial super-peer. In this
way the initial random peer to super-peer assignment
changes and the initial super-peers are assigned with
peers with similar content in an intentional manner.
It should be emphasized that assembling all clusters
at one super-peer (the root) is infeasible, since it does
not constitute a scalable solution, especially for large
super-peer networks. For example, in the case that the
root fails, all clustering information will be lost. Also
the particular super-peer would be a single point of failure, whereas in our approach the information held by
any super-peer can be reassembled fast by its superpeers below, thus achieving fault-tolerance.
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4.1 Phase 1: Global cluster creation
During global cluster creation, each initiator super-peer
– at any level of the hierarchy – assembles the clusters of
other super-peers within its zone and runs a clustering
algorithm to produce k intra-zone clusters. In general,
any centralized clustering algorithm can be used, but
for ease of exposition in the following let us assume we
use k-means. As this process runs iteratively and the
super-peer hierarchy is built bottom-up, eventually at
the top-level super-peer there will exist NC =k clusters
that describe the data of the entire network. We assume
that k < Nsp .
In Fig. 3(a), the zones created during the iterative zone creation are depicted. Fig. 3(b) shows the
2-dimensional data space of our example with two clusters per super-peer. In the figure we use the notation:
i
CA,j
to represent the j-th cluster of SPA at level-i. Initially, at level-1 there exists a super-peer topology as
depicted in Fig. 4. At level-2 three zones are created:
SPA -SPB ,SPC -SPD ,SPE -SPF . At level-3 one zone is
created with initiator super-peer SPB .
An interesting observation is that the information
about which clusters of the previous level form a new
cluster Ci is maintained at super-peer SPi , and it is
not necessary to broadcast it to the rest of the network.
Each cluster Ci is represented by a tuple
Ci : {(Ki , ri ), scorei , SPi }, where Ki is the ddimensional cluster centroid, ri is the cluster radius,
scorei is a score indicating the cluster’s quality and SPi
is the super-peer that generated Ci . Regarding cluster
quality, obviously different quality indices can be employed. However, as progressive clustering of clusters
may result in higher level clusters that contain large areas of empty space in the d-dimensional space, we define
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Fig. 4 Super-peer hierarchy of DESENT.

a quality index named compactness that captures this
effect. Given a cluster Ci (Ki , ri ) which contains clusters
Cj (Kj , rj ), 0 ≤ j ≤ k, the compactness of Ci is defined
as:
Pj=k
j=1 V olume(Cj )
compactness =
(1)
V olume(Ci )
A value of compactness larger than 1 means that
there is high overlap of the clusters of the lower clustering level. A small value of compactness (much smaller
than 1) means that there is a large empty space in the
cluster C. Notice that the compactness of a cluster Ci
is computed at the super-peer that generates Ci , as it
also maintains the necessary information to compute
the volume of Ci ’s subclusters.

4.2 Phase 2: Cluster assignment to groups
In the next phase, the aim is to decompose the k global
clusters, so that at least one cluster is assigned to each
of the Nsp groups. Later each group can be assigned to a
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Algorithm 1 Assignment of k clusters to Nsp groups.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

Input: k top-level clusters {Ci , ..., Ck }
Output: Nsp groups
count ← 0
groups ← {∅}
heap ← {C1 , ..., Ck } // heap initialized with top-level clusters
while (count < Nsp ) do
if (heap = {∅}) then
Cmin ← groups.minCompClu()
groups.remove(Cmin )
count ← count − 1
heap ← {C1′ , ..., Ck′ } // Ci′ denotes a subcluster of Cmin
end if
groups.add(heap.pop())
count ← count + 1
end while
if (heap 6= {∅}) then
groups.add(heap)
end if

super-peer. Obviously, each group should consist of similar clusters, in order to have super-peers with clustered
data. Based on the hierarchical clustering, clusters that
are assigned to a group aggregate more than one similar peers’ clusters. The process of cluster assignment
to groups is performed at the top level initiator in the
hierarchy. Notice that the lack of global knowledge of
lower level cluster descriptions makes the task of cluster
assignment particularly challenging.
In the following, we sketch our algorithm for decomposing the k clusters to a predefined set of Nsp groups.
The pseudocode is presented in Algorithm 1. A heap
is used to keep the clusters that will be assigned to
groups. Initially the heap maintains the top-level clusters (line 5). Until all groups have been assigned with
clusters (line 6), we pick the next cluster from the heap
and add it to an empty group (line 13). In case the heap
becomes empty (line 7), the cluster with the minimum
compactness from those already assigned to groups is
selected to be decomposed (line 8). This cluster is removed from the groups (line 9) and its subclusters are
inserted in the heap (line 10). Function minCompClu()
is used (line 8) to return the cluster Cmin with the minimum compactness, from those clusters already assigned
to groups. In the case that all groups have clusters assigned, but some clusters are left in the heap (line 16),
these clusters are assigned to the most suitable group
(line 17) based on similarity with already assigned clusters.
Notice that the replacement of a cluster Cmin by its
subclusters {C1′ , ..., Ck′ } requires some communication
between the top level super-peer and the super-peer SP
that generated Cmin . This communication can be efficiently accomplished by using the super-peer hierarchy
(Fig. 4). Whenever a cluster Cmin needs to be decom-

posed, the top level super-peer contacts the super-peer
(SP ) responsible for Cmin using the super-peer hierarchy, in order to retrieve the decomposed cluster descriptions Ci′ : {(Ki′ , ri′ ), score′i , SPi′ }. In any case, the
cost for such a communication is bounded by a number of logSZ Np (equal to the height of the hierarchy)
messages, which are required to contact SP .
Another interesting observation is that we decompose the super-peers’ top level clusters to clusters from
lower levels. This is because we want to have more accurate cluster representations as well as keep as much
detail as possible in the cluster descriptions. Consider
for example Fig. 3(b). Instead of assigning to a super2
peer SP cluster CC,2
, it is preferable to assign clusters
1
1
CD,1 , CC,2 , as these clusters are more detailed and con1
1
tain less empty space. However, both CD,1
, CC,2
should
be assigned to the same super-peer. The main issue is
which level of detail of clusters to assign to each superpeer, while at the same time assigning similar clusters
to the same super-peer, and this is addressed by Algorithm 1.

4.3 Discussion
Although the problem of changing the data distribution
from uniform to clustered is challenging and hard to
solve under the assumption of lack of global knowledge,
our approach described above for content organization
has several attractive features.
The top-level super-peer aggregates only information about the super-peer hierarchy. The cluster information that it aggregates consists only of cluster
descriptions about the clusters one level below. Thus
the total clustering information is distributed over the
super-peers of the hierarchy. The desired requirement
accomplished is that the cluster descriptions of all clusters do not have to be sent to one central location.
Similarly, a level-i super-peer knows how many
super-peers exist in its subtree. Furthermore, each superpeer knows the super-peers that can be reached in its
subtree. It should be stressed that this information is
maintained only until the content organization is completed. Afterwards, at query time, the initial super-peer
topology is used, therefore each super-peer routes any
query through its neighboring super-peers.

5 Fault-tolerance and resilience
An inherent feature of P2P systems is that they support fault-tolerance and resilience in an effective way.
In this section, we focus on the most important types of
failures that can occur in our system, and we describe
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how they are efficiently handled. Such failures include
peer and super-peer failures, as well as maintenance of
the clustering information.
The number of failures inevitably increases with the
number of peers being involved. In a P2P network, peer
failures are relatively frequent. However, the responsible super-peer easily detects a peer failure, by sending
periodic ping messages. Then, the super-peer marks the
failing peer and its data clusters as absent, and maintains this information until the next time that the peer
reconnects. This technique ensures incremental maintenance of peer data, as the next time the peer joins the
P2P system, only changes to its data clusters need to
be propagated to the super-peer.
Other types of faults are those related to availability during the construction of the super-peer hierarchy.
In order to ensure that no super-peer becomes a single
point of failure or a bottleneck, a load-balancing mechanism is required. In our approach, this is accomplished
by the mechanism of zones (described in Section 3.1),
which essentially assigns partitions of peers to superpeers. Furthermore, by controlling the zone size, our
approach provides a mechanism to avoid having superpeers assigned with heavy processing burden.
After the clustered topology has been formed, maintenance of the super-peer network itself is performed
similarly to traditional super-peer networks [22]. A failure in such systems is usually detected by lack of response. Finally, in order to avoid complete recalculation
of clusters and assignment during failure of super-peers,
we use k-replication of important data. This means that
information on clusters and assignment is replicated
over k super-peers.

6 Experimental study
In this section we study the efficiency of the proposed
approach using large-scale simulations, with a simulator
prototype implemented in Java. The simulations run on
2.8GHz Intel processors with 512MB RAM. In order
to be able to test the algorithms with realistic network
sizes, we ran multiple instances of the peers on the same
machine and simulated the network interconnection.
In our experiments, we used the GT-ITM topology
generator3 to create well-connected random graphs of
Nsp super-peers with average connectivity DEGsp =4.
We vary the following values: network size Np =200020000 peers, number of super-peers Nsp ={200, 400, 600}
and DEGp = 10-50. K-means is executed with k=5. We
also tried other setups, for example with varying k, not
shown since they produce similar comparative results.
3

Available at: http://www.cc.gatech.edu/projects/gtitm/

In order to evaluate the scalability of our approach,
we experimented with synthetic clustered data collections, which are horizontally partitioned evenly among
the peers. For the clustered dataset generation, we randomly create Nsp d-dimensional cluster centroids and
all associated peers obtain k centroids from them selected at random. Thereafter, the peers’ objects are
generated by following a Gaussian distribution on each
axis with variance 0.025, and a mean equal to the corresponding coordinate of the centroid.
We conduct experiments varying the dimensionality
(3-7d) and the cardinality (1M-10M) of the dataset. We
keep the number of objects per peer (n/Np ) constant
and equal to 500. In all cases, we generate 20 queries
uniformly distributed and we show the average values.
A peer initiator is randomly selected for each query.
In our experiments we vary the query selectivity (res)
indicating the number of results that are returned to
the user. A higher number of results means that probably more super-peers have to be contacted, in order to
retrieve all relevant data.
We study the performance of query processing and
the benefits of our approach in comparison to a typical
super-peer network where peers join randomly selected
super-peers. The random super-peer assignment is denoted as super-peer in all charts, while our proposed
approach appears with the name SON-based4 . In our
simulations, we have as starting point a super-peer network with random assignment of peers to super-peers.
Then, the approach described in Section 4 takes place
resulting in a new super-peer network topology. We execute range queries on the initial random and the new
super-peer network topology using SIMPEER, and we
report the results. We measure the comparative performance of both approaches in terms of: 1) number of
messages for searching, 2) percentage of contacted peers
with results for the query, and 3) number of contacted
peers.
6.1 Experimental results
Our experimental evaluation consists of a scalability
study of the proposed approach with respect to: 1)
the dataset dimensionality d, 2) the network size Np ,
3) the average peer to super-peer connectivity DEGp ,
and 4) the number of super-peers Nsp .
6.1.1 Scalability with dimensionality
In Fig. 5, we study the scalability of our approach while
increasing the dataset dimensionality from d=3 to d=7.
4 SON stands for semantic overlay networks, which are peer
groups with similar contents and they are generated by DESENT.
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Fig. 5 Scalability with dimensionality (d), Nsp =200, Np =2000, n=1M, k=5, SZ =15, n/Np =500.
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Fig. 6 Scalability with network size (Np ), Nsp =200, d=3, k=5, SZ =20, n/Np =500.

Our setup consists of a network of 2000 peers, 200
super-peers, 1M data objects, and we set the k-means
parameter to k=5. In this series of experiments, we depict the results of each approach using different values
of query selectivity (res), namely 50 and 100 results. As
shown in the charts, the gain of our proposed method
compared to the initial random super-peer assignment
increases, when the number of query results increases
too.
In Fig. 5(a), the SON-based approach manages to
contact fewer peers than the initial random super-peer
assignment, thus saving network costs and reducing response time. Moreover, in our approach, the number of
contacted peers remains stable for higher dimensions,
proving the scalability of our approach.
In Fig. 5(b), we measure the percentage of contacted
peers that return results relevant to the query. The
results show that in the SON-based approach, more
than 30% of the contacted peers return relevant results,
whereas the random assignment performs worse and its
performance drops with increased dimensionality.
Furthermore, we also measure the number of exchanged messages in Fig. 5(c). Again our approach consumes less bandwidth, as fewer messages are required
for searching. The SON-based approach achieves to reduce the number of messages and the savings range
from 200-500 messages according to the dimensional-

ity. Therefore, our approach improves the performance
of similarity search on a super-peer network, and the
improvement increases with the dimensionality, compared to a random peer to super-peer assignment.
6.1.2 Scalability with network size
In the next set of experiments, we examine the proposed method’s scaling features with regards to network size. In Fig. 6, we study the scalability of our approach with increasing number of peers in the network,
while we keep the number of super-peers constant end
equal to 200. We generate a clustered dataset of 3 dimensions, and we increase the dataset cardinality from
n=1M to n=5M, so that n/Np =500. Again, we vary
also the query selectivity and we depict the results for
number of results equal to 50 and 100. Fig. 6(a) clearly
depicts that the number of contacted peers of the SONbased approach increase only slightly with the network
size, while for the random super-peer assignment the
number of contacted peers increases rapidly. Although
our approach contacts fewer peers, Fig. 6(b) shows that
a higher percentage of them are useful, i.e. they return
results relevant to the query. The plot in Fig. 6(c) illustrates the number of message exchanged for processing
the query, and it is obvious that the performance of our
approach is more stable than the random super-peer assignment when the number of peers increases.
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Fig. 7 Scalability with number of peers per super-peer (DEGp ), d=3, k=5, SZ =15, n/Np =500.
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Fig. 8 Scalability with number super-peers (Nsp ), d=3, DEGp =10, k=5, SZ =15, n/Np =500.

Summarizing, the results show that our approach
consistently outperforms the random super-peer assignment, and moreover we achieve higher gains with increasing network size Np . This is a strong fact in favor of the scalability of our approach, indicating that
it works better than random super-peer assignment for
larger P2P networks. In particular, for the largest setup
that consists of 10000 peers, our approach contacts less
than one third of the peers contacted by the random
super-peer assignment.

6.1.3 Scalability with peer connectivity degree
Subsequently, we study the effect of varying the number of peers per super-peer. We fix res=100 and we
show the results using two super-peer topologies of size
Nsp =200 and Nsp =400, in Fig. 7. In terms of number
of contacted peers, our approach is always better than
the random super-peer assignment and presents a more
stable performance as DEGp increases (Fig. 7(a)). By
inspecting the percentage of contacted peers with results, in Fig. 7(b), we see that the advantage of our
approach is sustained for increased number of peers
per super-peer, for both super-peer networks. Similar
conclusions are drawn from Fig. 7(c), concerning the
number of messages required for query processing.

6.1.4 Scalability with number of super-peers
Finally, in Fig. 8, we increase the number of super-peers
available from 200 to 600, while keeping the number of
peers per super-peer constant and equal to DEGp =10.
In all cases, our approach performs much better than
the random super-peer assignment, showing that our
approach scales gracefully with the number of superpeers. In particular, notice that in Fig. 8(a), the number
of contacted peers for our approach essentially remains
stable even when the number of super-peers increases.
Summarizing, our approach always outperforms the random super-peer assignment and moreover it is a viable
solution when the network size scales, where the performance of the random assignment degrades significantly.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose an approach for generating a clustered super-peer overlay network, that improves the performance of query processing, since relevant data are indexed by only few super-peers. More
particularly, we address the issue of changing the uniformity of data distribution at super-peer level in a selforganizing manner, so that peers with similar contents
intentionally connect to the same super-peer. This improves the overall performance and increases the de-
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pendability of the P2P system. Our approach is particularly suitable for large-scale content distribution networks, where any centralized approach is prone to fail
sooner or later, given the high rate of content generation. More importantly, the approach is based on unsupervised techniques, such as data clustering, and thus it
requires practically no human intervention. The experimental results show that our approach outperforms the
common case of random peer to super-peer assignment
in all cases.
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